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Abstract
Background: As part of good submission pracPce, internaPonal regulatory authoriPes, academic organisaPons,
and biopharmaceuPcal companies are preparing for public disclosure of clinical study reports (CSRs). Japanese
companies seeking internaPonal regulatory approvals will need to prepare disclosure-ready CSRs. The
InternaPonal Conference for HarmonisaPon (ICH) E3 guidelines (1995) and the ICH E3 Q&A document (2012)
were released before disclosure-ready CSRs were required. To address this gap, the new Clarity and Openness
in ReporPng: E3-based (CORE) guidelines1 were published (2016). Although the PharmaceuPcals and Medical
Devices Agency (PMDA) and the Japanese PharmaceuPcal Manufacturers AssociaPon (JPMA) are founding
members of ICH, we hypothesise that Japanese involvement in and awareness of the CORE guidelines are low.
Purpose: To invesPgate Japanese involvement in and awareness of the CORE guidelines.
Methods: To evaluate Japanese involvement, the open-access CORE publicaPon was analysed for Japanese
authors and reviewers. To evaluate Japanese awareness, social media related to the CORE publicaPon was
assessed and Japanese and English versions of the PMDA and JPMA websites were screened. Japanese and
English versions of an online, 10-quesPon, CORE awareness survey were developed, reviewed by Japanese and
English CSR writers, and pilot tested with CSR writers from JPMA member companies (domesPc and foreign).
Results: The CORE publicaPon did not involve any Japanese authors or reviewers. InternaPonal awareness of
the CORE publicaPon was evident (1,681 arPcle accesses; Altmetric score of 32; 113 tweets from 24 users, as of
30 June 2016). The highest Twiaer acPvity was from the US and Europe; there were no tweets from Japan.
References to CORE were not found on the PMDA and JPMA websites. The pilot survey revealed low awareness
about CORE among CSR writers in Japan (results from the ﬁnal survey to a larger sample will be presented).
Hamilton S. et al., Developing the Clarity and Openness in ReporPng: E3-based (CORE) Reference user manual for creaPon of
clinical study reports in the era of clinical trials transparency. Research Integrity and Peer Review. 2016 1:4 DOI: 10.1186/
s41073-016-0009-4.
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Background
●

●

●

As part of good submission pracPce, internaPonal
regulatory authoriPes, academic organisaPons, and
biopharmaceuPcal companies are preparing for
public disclosure of clinical study reports (CSRs).
Japanese companies seeking internaPonal regulatory
approvals will need to prepare disclosure-ready
CSRs.
The InternaPonal Conference for HarmonisaPon
(ICH) E3 guidelines (1995)1 and the ICH E3 Q&A
document (2012)2 were released before disclosureready CSRs were required.
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●

●

●

To address this gap, the new guideline “Clarity and
Openness in ReporPng: E3-based (CORE Reference)
was developed.3
As Japanese involvement appeared to be limited
during the preparaPon of the CORE Reference
guideline, we hypothesised that awareness of CORE
Reference would be low in Japan.
Purpose: To invesPgate awareness of CORE
Reference in Japan.
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What is CORE Reference?
●

Clarity

– CSRs must be clear, well-wriaen, and free
of ambiguity.

●

Openness:

– Health AuthoriPes and the public require
transparency, and public disclosure of
clinical regulatory documents with CSRs
being among the ﬁrst for public disclosure.

●

ReporPng E3-based:

– CSRs must serve the interests of regulatory
reviewers by promoPng reporPng per ICH.
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What is CORE Reference?
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Used with permission of CORE.

Methods
Social media research
●

Social media related to the CORE publicaPon (number of arPcle accesses, Altmetric
score, and number of tweets) was assessed.

Ques=onnaire survey of JPMA pharma companies
●

Survey target:

– Medical writers or clinical representaPves in charge of preparing CSRs and working for
Japanese PharmaceuPcal Manufacturers AssociaPon (JPMA) companies*.
* N=73 companies (as of 1 April 2016; JPMA website).

●

Survey methods:

– An online 10-quesPon survey was administered via Survey Monkey®.
– Request to complete the survey sent via e-mail (26 companies) and via mail (47
companies).
– No ﬁnancial incenPves were oﬀered.
– An e-mail reminder was sent 3 working days before the end of the survey period.

●

Survey period: From 19 July 2016 to 1 August 2016 (10 working days)
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Results
Social media research
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This research was done in 2016.
ArPcle: hap://researchintegrityjournal.biomedcentral.com/arPcles/10.1186/s41073-016-0009-4
Altmetric It: hap://www.altmetric.com/bookmarklet.php
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Results
●
●

QuesPonnaire survey of JPMA pharma companies

25 of the 73 JPMA pharmaceuPcal companies contacted
completed the survey (response rate = 34%; 18 via website, 7
via mail).
Domestic
company

No answer

1

No answer

< 2yrs

3
Foreign-aﬃliated

3

Global
company

5

2-5 yrs
4

Domestic company
19

Medical WriPng experience
>5 yrs
15

9

N=25 responding companies

Guidelines used for preparing a CSR
25

Number of responders (%)

●

20

24
(96%)

23
(92%)
20
(80%)

15

10

5

0
0
ICH-E3

ICH-E3 Q&A

SOPs

CORE
reference

Multiple answers allowed, No answer 1,
Others: Yaku-shin No.335 (1 May 1996). ICH-E1, E9, E10, etc.

2 (8%)
Others

N=25 responding companies

●

Awareness of CORE Reference
How familiar are “you” with CORE Reference?
1

Not at all familiar
Slightly familiar
Moderately familiar
Very familiar
Extremely familiar
Unsure
No answer

11

6

Not at all familiar
18

How familiar do you think
“Japanese medical writers”
are with CORE Reference?

How familiar do you think
“PMDA” is with CORE Reference?

1
6

5

3
8
5

2
11

1
1

7
N=25 responding companies

●

Impression of usefulness of CORE Reference
Familiar with CORE Reference, BUT don’t
believe it will be useful in pracPce in Japan

Familiar with CORE Reference AND believe
it will be useful in pracPce in Japan
1

1

Not familiar enough with CORE
Reference to comment on its use
in prac=ce in Japan
23
N=25 responding companies

●

Experience in preparing CSRs with redacted informaPon
and level of diﬃculty experienced or expected

Unsure

1

Moderately diﬃcult
1

No answer

1

Slightly diﬃcult
2

Prepared
3

Not prepared
20

Unsure
2 Slightly diﬃcult
4
Extremely diﬃcult
5
Moderately diﬃcult
Very diﬃcult
7
3
3
N=25 responding companies

●

How interested would you be in aaending an
educaPonal seminar on CORE Reference?

Slightly
interested

4

Moderately
interested

Extremely
interested

5
Very
interested

4

12
N=25 responding companies
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Limita=ons
●

This analysis is based on answers from 25 of the 73
member companies of the JPMA. Answers from
JPMA companies that did not respond or from nonJPMA companies may diﬀer.
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Conclusions
●

●

Although awareness of CORE Reference may be
increasing around the world, awareness of this new
guideline is limited amongst those who prepare
CSRs, whether working for Japanese or non-Japanese
pharmaceuPcal companies.
CORE Reference aims to enhance the Pmely, costeﬀecPve, and low-risk preparaPon of ICH-compliant,
disclosure-ready CSRs. Japanese companies seeking
internaPonal regulatory approvals could beneﬁt from
educaPon about CORE Reference.
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Please scan this QR code with your
smartphone app to view
an electronic version of this poster.

●

QR code

If you do not have a smartphone,
access the poster via the internet
at hap:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Presented at the 6th General MeePng of the Society for
Regulatory Science of Medical Products.
September 9-10, 2016; Tokyo Japan (P-11)

English pptx version of
the poster
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